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"Business Week

• at

BSU"·

.

by janice Pavlic
This is the second installment, of a sessions. which.washeld from July 26th to
two-part series 'about'Business ".Week. af. August Ist.. Thefirs! section of Ms. Pavlic's
Boise State University. Business Week is a articie, "Private Enterprise Play-O/isi"
private enterprise primer for high Si.:!lOiJIdescribed the structure and mechanics of
students in Idaho. During this past Business Week. The second section
summer, University News, reporter Janice addresses the critics and opposition to
Pavlic joined the ranks of student Business Week, and argues the need for
Company E<during'the second of two change within the program.
USINESS WEEK IS an' intensive
introduction
to the' private
enterprise system for selected
high" school students.
The
participants,chosen
partially
on the basis of 'demonstrated leadership
and motivational skills, attend' one of the
two one-week
sessions studying
the
elements of business and the private
enterprise system.
.
.
The program is planned and sponsored'
by the Idaho Association o,f Commerce and
Industry (IACI), Boise State University and
the Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction and is' paid for by Western

.'"

businesses.
Business Week sessions are taught by
individuals from business communities
throughout Idaho. Included among the
variety of topics taught are: Supply and
Demand, Marketing,
Management and
Human Resources, Free Enterprise and the
Stock Market. and How to Start a Small

I Business.:
The many supporters

of Business Week
think that accurate private enterprise
coverage is .lacking in Idaho's secondary
school systems. So the business community
has developed its own economic education
program.

Studentsduring a Business' Week '81stunt assembly
It's opponents question the program's
perspectives, claiming that itis biased, that
it doesn't adequately address the full gamut
of factors that perpetuate private enterprise.
Opponents believe the program does not
equally represent consumer needs nor does
it accurately portrayhow.business operates.
Supporters. and opponents clash over
philosophical differences about economics
and politics.
The program originated in Washington
state. Since then,IS similar 'programs have' .
been formed. They are not affiliated with
the magazine Business Week and each
program isrun independently. "Each state
develops their own (program),"
stated
Connie Arana, Education
Director of

Business Week, "but as far as I know,
they've all been patterned after Washington's (program) ...

Equal Representation
Jerry Evans, Idaho Superintendent of
Public Instruction, said he would be "open
to the suggestion" of considering adding
any consumer group to the Business Week
agenda:
.
.
."Consumer
representation'
has never
been requested from 'a consumer group,",
Evans said, "We have had the questionof
balance and we have invited people (who
questioned the balancer-to
participate."

COlltinuedto page 5 u
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17,
Eight'of the men slain. that morning ill
1981, in a highlands villageof
Guatemala were; ironically, 'her' hat"Guatemala; unidentifiep gunmakers.
.
men roundedup26 males..ages '
Diane, andher husband, Mike, were at a
.
.
25-40, and routinely shot them
. conference in Oregon lastMay when they
while brothers,
sisters, .mothers;
and
met Dan Salcedo. They instantly liked him,
children begged and .pleaded. that their . and the affinity grew during the three days
loved onesbe spared, Then the armed-rnen.c, ...of the conference. The Jones' soon learned
alleged '.members of the g()venimimi's-c.tb'<ltSalcedo
is the founder of the Pueblo to
brutal repression campaign, disappeared':, ',People.' a non-profit,non-sectariancorpo~
.Intothejungle.
" .....
. . '.'
. '.
. ration' 'formed to .. foster interaction-rand
, ,l:woweekslaier)n
Boise, Diane Jones
communication between the poor people of
"was selling Guatemalan hat~ at the Western'
Latin Arperic<l,and . the people of the
.Idah(l:E"aii"..Thi:sehats, the only oriesof·
..industrialized nations.' 'of North America
,their
kind, are .. handcrafted
by the
and Europe. Diane agreed 10 sell the hats. a
,,)\.faY()cQuiche(my.o-KEX·chay)
Indians
. .'
.
.
.
': who::,1ive in a ~,small village: iiiihe
\,(;~iitem~lhnhighlan~~.'·
••.....•...
".',.,""
.
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PRESENTS
·THE·
BSU
,
INTRAMURAL
CORNER
Coming Intramural Activities

Entries Due

Starting D~te

Coed Cross Country Meet

October 2\

Octob~r2J

Men's Basketball

OCIoher2I

I

OCLOb~r26

Men's Volleyball

October 21

I

"T"

I

October

Women's Volleyball

Zl

I

I
OcioberZ!

Water Polo Clinic

28

October 28
October 24

. Get Involved!
Money! Need Some? Become an Intramural Referee!
For more info stop by the 1M office AG 102 or call r1131.

Hi- Ha
Club
presents
(mens) Stag night

Tues. -Lodies night
Wed. Branca Night
Nostalgia night

Live Music

1'2 price drinks

All night

1/2 price drinks

All night

1 '2 price drinks

All night

Sot.

with

c~e~~~d

Come WQtch our cartoon feature
This weekAs Dig Screen Cinema schedule:

~

Sun lO/IR

SJI 10, Ii

Fri 10'16

..

Presentation
by Major Berry
a decorated combat pilot

R:OOCartoon
9:00 Animal
House

.Jiti"

WHEN::;::ZZ OCTOBER' 7 PM .
WHERE: STUDENTUNION
NEZ- PERCE
ROOM
.
.
""'.'f.::~~~~

..·....•
·.

IO-:~1'

. teams now forming ..
on the
BSU.campus
.for.
intermural .~.
intercollegiate ..

th~ Harrier and the F-I8 Hornet

..•.4~··

Gigglt: Night
9:00 Cartoon

Thur

The VaisitY.Sport of the Mind

with films'" about

~

s.oo Te"

.

-

You are invited
to a free presentatioa·
by a Marine Fighter Pilot
on .the History of Mar.ine Aviation

~:,

Wed IOi~1

Mon 10119
7:00 Monday
Nigh. Football
10:00 The Deep

.-\,k· for ,,,!t:(tion\ from our
film and Sports Iinrarv.
IlSU v, EI\U for example.

WINEWDDD

o·

. .: GIGGLE NIGHT
. 9~Lg~~LL
$1.00 Pitchers!
S 1.00 of,"all Pizzas

Contests & Cosh Prizes
Mon -

ST2

VISTA

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS

i,BSU I. D. Required)

Thurs.

VISTA

Proudly Announces

Week - Day Specials

Mon.

LAMP

BRASS

Floyd Hart's

I;' :~~?b~!(.~:UCOl11petiti6t11~~ib~~:;,,~
;:·.'IH»·;~i;·
•

The Few.

~~::~
The Proud.
=.;:t;\1l
"'~7li
The Marines.
'.:

J>

1

)~nfb&~I~t:A~~~:Office,.2ndfloor
Student Unbn,385-1223, for more infdrmation.·
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News..

Pavilion

"

NearsColllpletion

By Marianne.Flagg

by Pacific
'News
Service
Leaving The Fold
Rumor has it that two of President
Reagan's most controversial' cabinet
members may be on their way out. But
Interior Secretary James Watt and Labor
Secretary Ray Donovan aren'tbeing
fired-they're thinking of quitting, to run
for elective office. Senator William
Armstrong says the Republican Party is
. thinking of approaching Watt with the idea
of running for Governor of Colorado
against incumbent RichardLamm,
Donovan--whose Senate approval was held
up by allegations of organized crime
connections--is being touted as a possible
Senate candidate from New Jersey. If he
runs, he'll be trying to replace Harrison
Williams--the only Senator convicted in the
Abscam scandal. Washington Post,
October 4.
'

Construction of the BSU Multi-Purpose
Pavilion is progressing on schedule and
Pavilion Director Dexter King hopes to
inaugurate the facility in. the spring with.
BSU's 1982 Commencement exercises.
King conducted a tour of the facility last
week for theASB officials.
.
He praised the architects and construetionengineers for their exacting standards
and design, saying their skill has made the
·$14 million arena worth "between $22
million and $25 million."
"It's 95percent better than what's built
(in other cities) today," King said.
The Pavilion is now a hollow, grey
collossus. All the concrete has been poured
and the walls have been insulated, but none
of the features of the building have been
installed.
The arena is littered with
construction materials and debris, but King
is able to draw vivid mental pictures of
what the Pavilion will look like when it iscompleted seven-and-a-half months from
now;
The Pavilion will contain a 12,OOO-seat
basketball arid performance
arena, an
auxiliary gym; five racquetball courts,
training areas, a weight room, locker space
for men and women, a Green Room for
reception, cast and star dressing rooms, an

elevator for handicapped persons, and four
lobbies The building will also house offices
for athletic
personnel
and student
organizations and a day care center for the
children of BSU's students and faculty.
The highlight of the Pavilion is the main
arena, which will feature a $50,800 portable
hard wood basketball floor. There will be
two huge retractable exhibition goals, each
costing $10,000. (The auxiliary gym will
have six smaller goals.) The floor surface
for other events consists of synthetic
pro-turf board. '
The Concourse level, color-coded orange
(for ticket purposes), has 5,669 molded
fiberglass folding plastic chairs with arms.
It will contain four concession stations. The
light-brown-colored Mezzanine level holds
2,400 persons. The Balcony level seats
nearly 3,000
The arena easily converts to a concert
facility with the addition of a portable stage
(on the Eastside) and backdrops to isolate
the performance area. (Performers could
play in the center of the floor, in the round,
e ,

but that decision would be made by the
perforrners.) With the stage conversion, an
additional 1,200 people could sit on the
floor. '
The fiberglass-insulated metal walls are
perforated to absorb sound and avoid echo.
Black acoustical tile will eventually cover
the ceiling.
The organizational space, which will be
allocated by the ASB, contains two
separate wings of 10 to 12 modular office
spaces.
The non-athletic section of the Pavilion
also features a multi-purpose banquet room
with a catering kitchen.
King said the NCAA quarter finals have
been scheduled in the Pavilion. Performers
tentatively scheduled to appear include
Lawrence 'Welk, Tanya Tucker, and an
exhibition by the Portland Trailblazers
basketball'tearn.
ASBSU senators, Vice President Kay
Kemp; and Treasurer Tracy Lefteroff all
said they were impressed with the progress
of the construction.

Turmoil Over
SPB Director
Selection
By Tom Fish

The appointment of the director for the
Student Programs Board is snagged in the
ASBSU President's
office. The SPB
Selection Committee recommended two
The Reagan administration is scaling
candidates to President Lund over two
down federal efforts to track down and
weeks ago, said Mary Lou.' Virgil,
prosecute white-collar criminals. The
chairperson of the Personnel Selection
Justice Department is getting rid of halfthe
Committee.
economic-crime specialists; the rest will be'
"The delay is causing a problem," said
assigned to administrative positions.
Virgil. Appointment of and selection of
Reportedly, one reason for the cutback was
chairpersons for the SPB SUb/committees
the attitude of local U.S. attorneys, who
will be delayed until the new director is
resented the specialists sent from
.
· appointed.
.
Washington. But Gail Mckenzie, a white
Upon receiving the selection committees
collar specialist in Atlanta, says, "There's
recommendation to appoint either Cindy
no way a regular assistant U.S. Attorney
Kerns or Beverly Haugrud as the SPB
could put in the time required to develop
director. President Lund went before the
these cases." The Justice Department tends
ASBSU Senate stating that
the SPB
to agree: a departrnental study completed
Selection Committee was biased. Lund said
last December declared the specialist
that the only voting student on the student
program was "a promising approach" to
board was Senator Helen Holt. Holt is
.white collar crime. Wall Street Journal,
active in CULL (Committee to Unseat
september 28.
Lund and Lefteroff) and Lund said. that
CULL had attacked the integrity of Brian
· Harm, acting SPB director and a Lund
appointment. Lund favors the appointment
. of Harmto permanent SPB director, but
Harm was not recommended
by thecommittee.
If you don't think' you cart get tothe top'
Lund asked that Harm'sclindidacy
be
of the ladder in your profession, try a new
reviewed by the spa Selection Committee.
one. That advice, first printed in a 1942
Since, the two recommended candidates, .
movie magazine, came from future
Kerns and Haugrud,. who hold subPresident Ronald Reagan, then
committee chair 'positions iIi· the SPB,
up-and-coming actor who had just
handed in letters of resignation from their
completed Kings Row. Reagan never was
·SPB positions. Each explained their reason
regarded as a top-notch actor, but he did
was that Harm was "overbearing" .and
have enough sense to heed his own advice.
treated his personnel with "high handed
US Magazine, October.
arrogance. "Kerns said that Harm "might
be competent', but he doesn't. have people
skills."
.
.
Kerns is.giving Harm a trial period until
November I when she will decide whether
What other states call "speeding," ,
to continue as chairperson of her Special
Nevada calls a "waste of a natural'
. Events.
resource." But the Silver state's experiment
Haugrud has not reconciled her working
with liberalized speed limits may be wasting
relationship with !-farm··i
more than resources; Underanq.'llfll5ijO
q/¥~ch.theres
gn
ons were
law; speeders caught exceeding ~.tJ..'
.'-tMf1rM~
"would ike em (Kerns
55-mile-per-hour nay~na! sp~~c!Ii)lllt are,' . tanQ..:..lfaUgrlld) tQ }t. ~
r t pr.o. grams
guiltyof an energy vlirtht.i'oik~tMi:~fp~d hl, ~bf~:l.~mT8D.T(1,:.,.. . .
laW,with a maximum fine of fIVedollars.
The SPB SelectIon
Comllllttee .wIll
In August, after the lawtookeffect, the
re-submita list of candidates to President
state recorded the highest number of traffic
Lun.d.. Lund said. he Will,appoint the SPB
deaths since 1972. The highway patroI'says
director from the reconuitended candid90 percent were speed-related. Wall Street
ates:....
..'"
Journal,October6:
.
.
Both Kerns and Haugrudswd
tha.uhey
will accept the directorship if-appointed.

Crime In The Suites

Try Again

an .

Speed Kill~

-i·

~i. ".

.

Unflappable Houseman
By Tom Fish
Show Biz impresario, John Houseman.
The Kingsfieldcharacter
was based upon
. lectured to a large audience last Wednesday
Harvard
Professor
Bull Warren,
a
night in the SUB Ballroom.
"sarcastic, sadistic, horrible character;'
In 1930, Houseman edited Orson Wells'
said Houseman: But, Houseman consid-.
gripping War of the Worlds, aseries which
ered his Kingsfield a manto "terrorize you
convinced thousands
of pre-scientific
and inspire you".
American listeners that the Martians had
.in the bodyof
his lecture, Houseman
landed.
In recent years," Houseman
briefly outlined the history of theater in
established himself as an Academy Award
relationship to the growth. of other media.
winning actor in his role as Professor
h
He said Americans have viewed theater
Kingsfield in the movie Paper Chase; Teas
a show or entertainment,
unlike the
TV serial version of Paper Chase brought
Houseman, as the learned law professor,
European concept of theater as art.
into the homes of millions.
In the '20's, the talking pictures captured
· Before 'lecturing, howevercjHouaeman
the hearts of the theater audiences. The
:entertained questions from the local media
growth' of popular radio in the '30's kept an
at a press conference Wednesday aftereven larger segment of theater's audience
noon. He said that the TV serial Paper
at home. AfterWWU, television almost
Chase· failed to secure the "numbers"
banished theater to the wings of obscurity.
(Nielson rating) to stay on the air. The .PBS
,Yet, theater wasn't doomed and has since
'purchase of the cancelled, butrquality
been reborn with "regional theater".
networkproduction
pleased him •.He thinks
Houseman praised. the vigor of regional
that -the . film . industry is . in trouble,
theaters. He said that most new plays and
attempting . to .. survive .on only high-; experimentation. originates in them. The
·budgeted; popular films and the.sale of Ty'
regional-theaters are willing to take a risk,
, rights.' ..
. ..
..
,..
said Houseman.
'
However; contrary to the film industries'Finally,·.
Houseman again emphasized
fate, Houseman lauded the flowering of
that he deplored the major networks
-regional theater, but :said that American . obsessic>n,with·ratmgs;
He said, "They
theater could not survive without some
don't prefe~ to do junk, but if junk brings
, form of subsidy .The federal budget cuts inc' the numbers, then they will do junk."
subsidizing the' arts; including. theater,
"Houseman'i-esponded
to' questions from
worry tl,ouseman.
.
. t:
t,l3..e.,a,udienceJorthe II1st20 minutes of the
He attributes the decline of movies antL, .$.t..~nt ,'Programs Board's Homecoming
theaters'· dependence upon subsidies to the
Lecture. He· answered. questions· with his
· attractions
TV..
... '.'
..': -iisual'sophistiCation and humor. One of the·
Later thafevening,· outfitted ...in ..brown
final· quesHonersasked ,if .•Houseman· was
corduroy jacket, sweater ,and a broWn and . ashamed of capitalizing on the, Kingsfield
· white speckled ..string tie, '.,.Ho\isemalf
Character bY'appearmgincar
commercials,
lectured to a homecoming audience. for
tei ·which. the unflappable
Houseman
o~era\l,hour.
.. . .
..
.'... .... ... ,replied, UNotatalLI'in
delighted."
. .
., .First, he addressed the. common. interest•.'The; 'ever dignifiedlIouseman
left the
his relationship to Professor .Kingsl'ieI4~.....·lci:t.lIre to. applause andastiuiaing
ovation ...
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Editor
Brad Martin
Ad Sales
Laurie Moore

FROMALBERTSONS

Bookkeeper
Jennifer Justice

Weekdays 9 to 9:30

Receptionist
Marta Villarreal
Assignment Editor'
Lindsay Lafon
'

Saturday 9 to 7

Senior Researcher
Janice Pavlic

~ -

Senior Writer
Meg Fereday
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Entertainment
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Sports
John Odziernek
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Layout Chief
Lindsey LaFon
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Tereasa Guy
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Lori ~Iilliken
Terry Peoples
Pi-xi Green
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'
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Meg Fereday
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ITKa&1i.nger

ITKastinger
"KLETTER"

"HORIZON"

MEN'S

"TALUS"

V:OMEN'S

&

LIGHTWEIGHT
H!!':~%

LEATHER

SOOTS

39.95

reg. ~9 .00
A t r a drt io n al rcck-clim
for

hiio;.ers

possible

!oottr.'ear

u p oers

lining

Vtan!mg

n:thfuH

bing

the

boot

figt;i!est

_ Suede
grain

MEN'S & WOMEWS
SUEDE LEATHER
_ _
HIKING BOOTS
list 89.00 to ,95.00
Both are

eno rrn ousty

hiking boots--the

_

49 95

a slightly

t e a th er

the "Talus",Extremely

OR '''CI!'lQUE''

LEATHER HIKING79
BOOTS
list 129.00 to 139.0u
Bo!!!a,e

95
•

,ugged ga~er;;: pur pose

Staff Cartoonist
E. Danilo Ruiz

I~'

"SCAM PER"

Apprentice Staff
Kim Kamradt
Karla Roderick

KID'S SUEDE LEATHER
~:IKING BOOTS

24.95

list50.00

Distribution
Stephen LaFon

•

A durable

practical

"Horizon"

leather

and Jug soles.

"TARN"

OR

I77Kastinngr,
D.

all-around

lor children.

has

hiking

boot

Made with the same

quality suede leather uppers and

less ,egid mid-sole than

solid

light-

craltmanshipas

weight with suede leather upp er s-

adult, boots.

and VIBRAM

35cm.

sales.

Kastinger

In sizes 28cm 10

adidas

4f!J1

CANVAS
'HIKING

""'=~II!!JI!!!!I!!!II!!!II!lI'-'" SPEC IA L

BOOTS
FOR MEN s, BOYS
They're great lor school. hiking.
fishing,
. canvas
soles.'

or hunting!
uppers
Men's

With ru.gged

andlraction

lug

MEN'S
Our Reg. 18.95

15.88

and boys' stzes ,

A great assortment
jogging Shoes from

-;;;==~".

PU RC H ASE
& WOM EN'S JOGGING SHOES

01 quality
two of Ihe

most famous names Jn atnrettc
tootwear.
Stylish
nylon
and
suede leather uppers wilh hightraction sales.

,680C.681C

In sizes to, lit menandwomen.

t.tst 30.00

1'8 '88'
"
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The University
News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University ..Contributions
and advertising aresolicited:
the editors reserve all rights .
Offices are located on the
2nd floor of the SUB. Hours
8:30105:00 Monday through
Friday. 385-1464.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Get a full year of The

University NewsforS6,
delivered to your door by an
.,agent of the U ;S.
Government to boot. Allow
that agenttwo weeks to
deliver The University News.

J9JO University Dr, Boise. ID
83725.

BOISE· 5804 Fairview

BOISE·· 219- Main

Name:

HAMP A. .' 1oa1Mampo-(aldw.eU,.Blvd.
St. ,Zip
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Ne~vs
Briefs
On June 1'); 1%1 the Sde,,·!ive
ScrvicqSS). se:<I out I ~.< warnin»
letters liJ 'usi:eCled draft I:i'~:
linlati'p, .. \(lMeli nk' ID Selective
Sei vice. i Iw :lal1le, and addrcsscof 'llspectrd non-registrants
were
gatl1cr.;d I'roll1 letters and phone
call. W ~S from informnntsvand
from the letters- of rel!isters
thelmetlcs.
;,iating their T'llblie
, deterrnination
not to register for
the draft.
On July 20, Selectil'e Service
forwarded
t he names
\11'
134
non-registrants
to the General
Litigation Section of the Criminal
Division in the Department
of
Justice
for investigation
and
possible
prosecution.
Prosecu-'
tion of the 134 non-registrants
referred to the ltistice Department
could begin as early as January
1981 in the opinion of informed
draft attorneys.
If you are interested in this or
other information
on the U.S.
draft registration program write:
The Central
Committee
for
Conscientious Objectors, Western
Regional
Office, ,1251 Second
Avenue,
San Fransicso,
Calif.
94122 ...
I

Buzz WordWeek

"I think lilt: whole idea of economic
institution<, and their relationship of one to
another should r~ addressed.'
Fathcruill
went on. "The 1'3mII" n, :111 economic
a
Conttnued fro;}.l cflrer
institutlo)1 .. people work. they bring horne
rIO\;-;::"e,. the lJusinl'S\ Week sponsors have
monev. make ends meet on a certain
:,1'1
to he approached
by a consumer
amount of income, You IiJif!hl"3y that (the
advocacy group. ,Iami ly institution)
is a t'ning concern, just
like a business is a going concern,
When asked if the addition of consumer
advocates would, be promoted by Idaho
Fathcrgitl concluded, "The relat ionshi p
Consumer Affairs (Ie,,), spokesman Helen
or that institution
to other iu-ruutions
such
Krcizcnbcck
said ye,.but
questioned the
a, govcrumcnt , which is at least a
effectiveness and inpartiality
of the people
quasi-economic
institution. ihe pr ivatcand
Business Week promoters would choose.
co m pet it ive market
place,
an d t h,c
"I would wonder how adept they are ...
monopolistic
marketplace
needs to he
where thel are !!ellinQ Iheirinforl1lation.
,,: addressed."
Howe\er, thc Business Week
their st:lli~tics. ii' the; want tOQet actual I planners do think they have constimer
raCIS ahout the cO;lsumer
Ol~
in the
representation
by presenting the lecture
.. Bu,inesh
Ethics,
ConsumeriSlil,
and
busitll'ss world, Idaho Consumer Affairs
Corpol'<\te Social Responsibilities."
would certainly be the most repre,entativc
\"oicc. ','
During the lecture. Linda Gainer and
Carole Barns, or General Telephone in
Al F::t11ergill. of Idaho
Citizens
Coeur d'Alenc, discuss the bare bones of
Cl'alition, said that he would "really like to
ihe effects of big business on the consumer,
do a session on the economic institutions of
I\rncrica. "
the problems
between
the two, anel
improvements
that are heing made by
"I taught a course in Economics. I would
modcl. businesses.
try to show people the range of institutions
Gainer
said that corporate
social
involved and how thf'Y are all related."
responsibility isn't widely talked about and
'~A lot of these institutions arc /10/ what
'you lall 'free'
private
enterprise,"
,is noi a consumer movement. She stated
that traditionally businesses have only been
explains Fathergill. ","ecording io Fatherresponsible for'making a profit, a good rate
gill, "Weliave aVery limited segment of th"e
of return to stockholders,
decent wages,
economy thatis actually competitive in the
good working conditions, and supplying a
sense of buyers and sellers. What role docs
good product.
'
,.
the consumer play in the areas where we do
'Economist Milton Friedman believes, as
not have this competition?"
"

do m'<'I,qcorporarions. that business is only
rc>ponsiblc
for supplying
goods
and
services. providing the nations wealth '1"'1
not 1'01'. civic rcsponsibility.continuv;·

at BSU

Gainer

i

Contrary
to this philosophv Gainer
asserts that the need for more corporate
cnntributiuns
u o society exist, but that
"Only 20 percent of the corporations in the
U.S. arc contributing,"
"
-vccording to Gainer most corporation>
arc ignoring the social problems of cr imc.
poverty, discrimination,
lu alth care and
the elderly, She claims that the people
makinl.' the changes arc not the status quo,
but idealistic youth,
environmentalists,
consumcr advocates, women,' and minorities, ~he rurther claims thai two-thirds of
the L ,So rl1pulation believes that businesses
have a moral responsibility
toward the
citizens.
(,ainer explained that the total amount a
company contributes "is not to exceed the
profit margin." For example she described
the Tasty Baking Company in Philadelphia
who joined with seven other compimies to
improve social situations. They contributed
a total of' $650,O(X) which was used to
operate two day care centers,' a .remediaL
reading program, and a preferential hiring
program 1'01' local residents. The seven
companies also aided in the maintenance of
parks, the rehabilitation
of buildings, .and
by helping to secure better city services.
During the Business EthiCs/ConsumerCUIl/illl/eli /0 pURe 10 •

.I'

Gleaning Up
"~I

If you' know of fields or
orchards where gleaning would
save food that otherwise would go
to waste or if you want to help
with the gleaning please call: In
Ada,
Canyon,
Owyhee
and
Elmore Counties:
Eloise Noleen
at EI-Ada in Boise, 345-2820 ...

TKE Sandbox'
The Boise State TKE Fraternity
made it po~sible for the children
of the BSU child Care Center to
have new sand in their sandbox.
The TKE's traveled to Black Cat
Sand and Gravel in Meridian to
retrieve the donated sand. The
TKE's also built the sandbox for
the center in the spring of 1980 ...

Women Managers

I

A two-day seminar
on "The
Woman Manager In A Rapidly
Changing Environment:
Developing Executive Skills" will be
held at the' Sheraton
Denver
Airport Hotel, in Denver, Dec.
8-9, 1981. The program
is
sponsored by the Colorado State
University's
College 'of Business
and Division
of Continuing
Education,
Fort Collins,' Colo~
rado, 80523 .. ,

Crisis Center
The YWCA's Women's Crisis
Center shelter for rape viLlims,'
battered wives and their children,
runs solely through Unitec: Way
funding and the contributions
of
area organizations,
corporations
and individuals.
In order to pr')'lde
qt'a:",:'
shelter services it is necessary/o
stretch these funds <\s far as
possible. This can only be done by
supplementing these, monies with
volunteer donatIons of time and
needed supplies and furnishings.
The following items are of great
need this month: flat twin sheets
(badly needed), blankets (for t\\in
beds), towels, \lashcloths,
desk
and table lamps. aletal wastepaper~\;~~~~ts,
5e'M1WIJ'}'rjh t~"
,lumen an,\\;h~m dIap~~iE~ldlWl\.i'
to recover a L"'tlch, p'\"y !p"n~,al\
filing cabmet (2.drawer).,
"
D~llated furnishings or. linens
need nOl be ,new! DonCltions may
be broul!htlO
the YWCA, or
contact Shelter ~lanager Nancy
Phelps at' }-iJ'7025, or Crisis
Center Din:ctol I,ou Hamill at
343c36S8.

If you think "pads and rollers" are
iust nCalilornia (rg~e;
you're not ready for New Memorex.
Pads emd rollers are key comp'onents of.ac:assette's tape
transpor1syslen,
ThiS system gUleJe"the tape
'"\Jc:.: "/i.~l!;rCJ~-'Cr: '~L1:~\t~
he:;\! It 'll~ISi
(j(1;(, ',vii,!; unerrllig dccurac'!:
AI ,i I".' <. "s5elte does It Illl"re
accuratt'lv thai I 10taliVill''11
iv1('ln(:rpx
",

.

"dramatically reduce we,ll'
Qllr unlq"ue ultra·1ow·lrrctIO!1
polyolefrl' wafers I,e!p preCISion·
illoldecl huhs dispense iJl1d
SJi!'E·r F1re c::iienti'./, ::1n-ciu!~l.lfon~·d;/.
PliJy aner 1~IJy,ben ,enter ; COLi
p"lyS,
1'1filc!.our rieN
fvlcrnor",x ('iI::--

METAL IV, rjonlfdrget the Impor·
tance of triose pads and rollers,
Elww tile :]1lJsicas tile tape glieJes
lII)i"mllgl'! )1;"1)5'0 the IleacL ';\nc! !'l"r:e'nr)er: getting it therp
ie, 112Jlf
li'l: fun,

;ette \.viii-d;"V":-l'.''3-.
(.h?IJVf~rtrti0
::;C,lJi"kl' rc{)r(',(1uc
;l\)r~. ()r \\·f.'j:

T·:'pr,:!(>_~' it. F:,:~·c\

,:,'1 (' (l.i.~,_.i.~

"','.!'
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Wilderness
The water is clear. As it travels over the
rocks, the sand, the gravel, it glistens. The
sun-sequins would make Liberace's seamstress cringe with envy. The water. is so
cold. As it flows over your Iipsyou can
taste the snow, smell the snow, it's'not far
away. There are plush little mosses near the
edge, dainty and green. They give. way to
clover and fescue
and of course,
eventually, to Ponderosa and Douglas,
granite and sandstone. Your skin revels in
the cutting crispness of air so' pure it sends
city-lungs into withdrawal. The melody of
the stream strokes the air as you lie flat on
your back in the dew-moist grasses. You
think the sky has never seemed so deep,nor
the clouds so white, nor the trees so tall, as
they do right now.
AAAAAHHHHHH!!
You've got Aesthetic Mountain
Fever again!
The
symptoms, are obvious (lucid thoughts,
appreciation of beauty, feelings of oneness,
happiness, peace of mind) chances of
survival: slim.
UNTIL NOW! Recent research conducted by the Reagan administration has
provided a cure for this disabling malady.
That's right folks, you need no longer
suffer from the tortures of tranquility. And
what is this Miracle Cure, you ask? James
Watt,yes that's right, James Watt. The
best scientists that money can buy spent
weeks developing this unique combination
of Conventional Conservative Caring and
Flamboyant" Financial Finesse, which
surpasses everything created in this field in
the last twenty years. You too may feel the
effects of this astounding development.
Please. Help stamp out this menace .to
mankind. Write your congressman today.
Sincerely
Russ P. Markus

Cryptic.

I

'#-3
1\

people who represent you know of your
ideas and complaints.
Thanks,
Terry Ratliff
ASBSU Arts & Sciences Senate
Candidate.

Guest Editorial
.cou In Perspective
by Greg Wallef

race
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The Innocent Bystander

Ron Licks
Poverty

The following information is based on
my attempt to take an objective look at
CULL (Committee to Unseat Lund and
Lefteroff) and the issues it involves. My
original intention was to dig deep and find
as much pertinent testimony and physical .
evidence as possible, with hopes of
.
.
uncovering the truth. However, due to
Another poignant segment of that monumental Hollywood epic, "Mr. Reagan Goes to
various limitations, I was only able to find
Washington," has been filmed. This one opens with Ronnie (played by Ronald Reagan)
. out the major complaints and related
having a candlelight supper with The Beautiful Girl Who Loves Him (played by Nancy
testimony. Therefore, I wish to emphasize
Davis).
that the main purpose of this paper is not to
make a conclusion of right or wrong, but
Ronnie: Darn, I chipped my berry bowl.. Does that mean you'll have to throw out my
rather to give 'the reader a better
~ whole 19-piece, $1000 place setting?
understanding of both sides of this conflict.
Nancy: Don't worry, dear. There's 219 more settings where that came from. But I do

by Arthur Hoppe

Campaigns are often
Uphill, bUI in the
Long run,
Looking ahead, we
shall overcome.
Helen E. Holt
ASBSU Senator

Clarification

TESTIMONY
, The following information is based on
1 would like to take this time to give my
major complaints (given. in the revised
side of the story. On the day ofthe primary
CULL issue sheet) against Tony Lund and
elections, 1 attempted to document the
Tracy Lefteroff as well as testimony given
violations of the election code by Mr.
by: Helen Holt of CULL; ASBSU
Hansen. My attempt to take action was in
President Tony Lund; and University News.
lieu of the fact that members of the
Editor, Brad Martin.
t
Election Committee had been aware of Mr.
Allegation '1: Publications . Advisory
Hansen's
violations,
but were not
Board (PAB) was bypassed by Lund in the
empowered to take action according to
summer attack on the University News.
Senate Acts 15 & .16, unless a written
Funding for the paper was frozen by Lund
complaint was turned in. With this in mind
and Lefteroff,
significantly
delaying
I removed the 13 posters of Mr. Hansen's
operations of the newspaper.
that were still on the walls on election day. I
According to Tony Lund, action through
turned.the posters and a written complaint
the PAB was not necessary. Tracy claimed
over to the Election Committee in order for
$300 of legal expenditures were unaccountthem to
take action.' The action the
ed for. Tony and Tracy made every effort
Committe took was to remove Mr.
to contact any and all persons who might
Hansen'sname from the ballot, then turn
have knowledge of theaccount in question.
around and use the evidence that I turned
Tony said that a very reasonable effort was
over to them against me. The Committee
made to contact Brad Martin who was in
ruled that I had violated Senate Act 15 and
Washington D.C. on an internship at the
struck my name from the up-coming
time. When no' information
could be
General Election Ballot. This action is
obtained, Tracy was forced to freeze funds
currently pending
appeal before the . because of a 1981-82 contract deadline
ASBSU Judiciary Board.
(July I) which would have autoinatically
1 feel that I did not err in removing the
transferred 1981-82 funds. to the newsposters since it was nota flagrant violation
paper, By law (Senate Act), this freeze' was
as pointed out in Senate Act 15. However,
valid for a period of 8 days or until the next
this is up to the Judiciary Board to decide. I
meeting of the senate which ever came
would like to point out this fact to the
first-time enough to find out' what
Student Body and to Mr. Hansen; if Mr.
happenedtothe
S300.in question. During
Hansen and his volunteers did remove all.
this time, the PAB authorized Brad Martin
but a few of his posters, how was J ablerto :' to fly backto Boise, where ara special
remove, with witnesses, 13 posters andiiurp'
.Senate meeting he. explained the .$300
them into the Election Committee' for" .expenditure. that
former editor,
Don
evidence?
Barclay had, made .. The Senate lifted the
I wish to thank those l7I-students who
freeie.Whilesome
senators felt that
voted for me and would like to tell all. of
Tracy's actions were beyond the scope of
, you {really appreciated it. I sincerely hope
his authority; other senators felt he was just
that more students will becoihe aware of
Continued to .page 7·
the Student Government and to let th()se
UNIVERSITY
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wish you'd do something about that noisy crowd of protesters outside.
Ronnie: I guess they're sore because I'm only increasing military spending by $30
billion.
.
Nancy: No, they're angry you're cutting welfare programs'another
12 percent.
Ronnie: Golly, don't they understand that'sthe only way to lick poverty? Show 'em in,
Nancy.
A seedy-looking mob led by Walter Brennan storms. in. Walter stops before Ronnie,
twisting his cap is his hands.
Walter: Heck, Ronnie, we know you're a nice guy. But I got 16 kids to feed and you're
only giving me $144.74 a month. We used to get $164.12.
.
Ronnie: Don't you see, Walter? For years presidents have been rewarding poverty by
giving poor folks money. 1 aim to stop all that. But I'm doing it gradually so you won't
. have to kick the habit of being poor cold turkey.
Walter: I knew you was thinking of us, Ronnie. But how'm I gonna feed my kids?
Ronnie (slapping him on the back): 'Do what I did Walte~.Find·yourself agood job.
Walter (snapping his fingers): Drat! Why didn't Ithink of that myself?
Pa Kettle: But what about me and Ma Kettle, Ronnie? We scraped all our lives so we
could make ends meet in our old age and you keep talking about cutting back our Social
Security benefits. Where have we gone wrong?
Ronnie: You're growing old, Pa, This Social Security just encourages folks to grow old.
We can't have that. Believe. you me, old. age is no fun. You don't see Nancy and me
growing old, do you'? And you shouldn't either.
'
PaKettle: Danged if you're not right, Ronnie! We'll sure try.
Oliver Twist: Please, sir, l:ould I have another ...
Ronnie: Free lunch? There's no such thing as a free lunch, kid. And the sooner you learn
it the better.
Oliver: Gee whiz,that's true. Please, sir, may I not. have another bowl of tofu with
catsup on it?
.
Marie Dressler: But what about my Medicare ...
Ronnie: I don't want to pay you to be sick, Marie. Iwant you to be well. I don't want to
reward anybody for being poor or old or irresponsible or sick ,because 1 want everybody to
be as rich and young and healthy as Nancy and me:
The. mob breaks into a chorus of "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow"and
then marche:s
around the ~.hite. House sin.gi"g, "I've Got a POC!;.
f,.••
ms~·'. Nan...c..'Y.., arid Ronme
embrace on the South Portico;
.
;;~.':t
e .. ~ ,....-"',
.•:~:'".
, .
.:K-f'.
",
Nancy: Oh,You re wonderful, Ronnie. And' jus~theyaU
watch their dlets,
.they'll be perfect Size Sixes like me. And then they can fit into their Adolfos.
,.OUOt.tfll;",;",··I.··"

Policy

Ltuel"S _

': ~(courseTlr,
~n/wrs;IY News accepts tCt1erHo-the-Edjto~.
~ullhose letters must be typewritten. 'double-spaced, and include
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bu.t !.haU not be printed.
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Continued!rompdge 6 ,~~~~hC~~:~:~~ ~~~O~~I~~~~dB~~:Ji~~~:~~
ag~~IS~nT~~~t: is ~'l::\~a~~:dscOt~P~~~:
doing his job;
of trying to push him through the Senate by
misrepresentations to get his own things
According to Brad Martin; a very minor
a misrepresentation of the facts!'---Severll1
throughlike in the Brian Harm case;
problem' was badly mishandled. "Tracy
Senators that I talked to stated that they did
Another is he tends to bypass some of the
and Tony didn't make a 'strong effort to
get the impression
that Brian was . Senate Acts!' Helen also stated that as
contact me - other people didn't have the
recommended by Denny and Steve.
ASBSU President, Tony should know all
same difficulty,
reaching
me. They
Allegation 3: After the judicial decision . the proper procedures established in the
neglected to ask my staff, who were in
that "no person may function
as a
Senate Acts.
_.
. Boise, about- their financial questions; In
member of more than one branch ,of
CULL's
complaints
against Tracy
the process this cost the paper time, money,
government at the same time;" Lefteroff
include: 1) He ignored the Judiciary'
a valuable staff member and the smooth
continued to speak and vote as an ASBSU
decision and acted as both Senator and
delivery of the first edition." Brad' also
. Senator while serving' as acting ASBSU
Treasurer during the summer; 2) He tends
stated, "I feel they took advantage of the
'Treasurer.
.
to get angry and yell a lot, which is why he
situation (with Brad in Washington D.C.)
Tracy Lefteroff liad no comment.
called Brad a liar and a perjurer in public, ,
the conflict was caused simply by a lack of
Helen Holt Stated that "Tracy voted in
and also why he called Tom Irons a liar in
communication,'
but rather by Tracy _ the Senate on a couple of rather crucial
public; 3) He accused Tom of thefts and
overreacting to a very minor situation. If
decisions while he was still the interim
misuse of funds at KBSU without concrete
there had been any financial mismanage-'
Treasurer, he just ignored the judicial.
evidence. Helen also added: I think Tracy's
, ment, the PAB could have calmlycleared it
decision.
main problem is that he's just hot headed
up when I returned from my internship. If
Allegation 4: Lefteroff accused Tom
and speaks before he thinks."
necessary, the PAB could have fired me!'
Irons, Gen,eral Ma.nager of KBSU, of thefts I
The evidence that Helen claims CULL
Allegation 2:.. Lund stated that Brian
and misuse of funds-university
auditt
uses to back up its allegations is:
Harm (candidate for Student Programs
revealed no evidence of illegal use of funds.'
. Testimony, Requisitions, and Tapes of
Board Directorship) had "come highly
For this issue, I felt I had to talk directly
Senate meetings,
recommended by both Denny Freeburn and
to the auditor, Ted Keigh. Ted stated
Some final thoughts as stated by Tony
Steve Kingman." .The recommendations
that: "based on the evidence I had, I could
Lund: "As far as I am concerned, it's mare
were not confirmed' by Freeburn' or:
find no physicalprootthat
there was a
orless a dead Issue.v'Ihere is no reason .to
Dingman.
"
.
misuse-of funds." This doesn't mean that it . consider it any .farther. They've given, it
When asked about this,Tony stated that
couldn't have happened, but you must
their best shot and have failed to
Helen' Holt inserted 'the wordv'by"
in
remember that such accusations should be
substantiate that there was any wrong
quoting' him. According to Tony, "if you
based on concrete evidence as opposed to
doing on our part. I think thai I actedin the
were to listen to the tapes of thismeeting,simple
speculation. Tony said he and Tracy
proper manner given the circumstances
.you could tell that this word never exists."
got involved because the announcers asked
presented. The Senate could not get. a.
Whatlsilidis'that
he (Brian' Harm) comes
them to. They were, the oneswho accused
quorum and therefore. I was-left to make
'highly'
recommended-"Pause"--DennyTom
of misusing funds: Also, Ted added
my own decisions. I think I acted in an
and ' Steve' have commented
on his
that although he couldn't find evidence to . objective manner during the summer. .
abilities."'Tony
also added that he never
sbowa
misuse of funds, "there were
intended to mislead anybody.
illegalities involved." Inother words; Tom
BURDEN OF PROOF
, According to 'Helen Hoit;,"when Tony
didn't follow all' the university proper
.' appointed. Brian in' the -Senate meeting,
procedures (eg.-make sure all transactions-L'
v.The hiwspecifically
states that the
, Tony misled the Senate by saying that Brian
.were recorded Inthe proper receipts made
. defendant is. innocent until proven guilty,'
had been .recommended 'when he hadn't'
out).'!
·Therefore the burden of proof is on the.
been." Helen, also added' that: ". find
To conclude, this section, I will give a . plaintiff orthe party making the complaint,
'nothiJig Wrong with Tony having appointed
summary of the major complaints CULL
.' In,this case, that means CULL. So rar,
Brian for the summer on a temporary basis,
has against Tony and .Tracy.· -'
CULL has neglected to show the necessary.

--,

ev~~~~: :::/:~~e ~~ssi~~:~ts of proof that.
CULL must satisfy in order to back up its
-allegatlons properly. One, it must prove, by
all means of sound evidence (eg.-related
testimony, documents, receipts, etc.), that
each allegation is true as stated. Two,
CULL must show that its allegations
represent illegalities (eg.-improper procedures, etc.) based mainly on the Senate
Acts.
Once they have done that, then the
defendants need, to disprove the plaintiffs
evidence with their own. But until then, the
defendant should not be considered guilty,
and the plaintiffs allegations should be
considered neither. as true or false
statements. However, I wish to emphasize
that I am not saying that these issues should
not be considered; rather that they should
not be supported until all of the relevant
facts are presented.' Some basic questions
arise from this issue. For example: If
CULL needs to provide adequate and
sound evidence, how does it do it? Also,
how does a student.know that the "facts"
presented to him are truly factual? Can
somebody of some group (eg.-the Senate)
help in verifying evidence in recall cases?
I tentatively propose that a committee,
composed of impartiaI:Senators, students.at-large, and faculty be given the authority
. to verify or disprove all evidence CULL's
allegations and in the future handle any
. complaints made against elected and/or
appointed ASBSU officials: I feels it is the
most practical way to handle :the matter.
The students
aren't
getting
enough
information to make sound decisions. We
should find some way to get, better and
more factual information'
(concerning'.
major issues),. to the' student body.
Hopefully, the Senate with its unbounded
wisdom wiD take this course of action.
.Respectfully,
Greg Waller
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RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Must be at least a part time BSU student with touch typing,
shorthand or speed writing, letter composition and flling skiDs.
Should live cll)se to BSU, must have morning hours free, and work' well with people. If
interested call The University News at 385-1464, or apply at our office on the second floor of
the SUB.
.0

MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS

tJ)~Br~
• soUP
• SALAD.
• SANDWICHES
• DEER
• WINE

• SODA
Monday·

A Marine Corps Officer Selection OffX:er
Wi!! be 'on Your Campus
• Guaranteed Aviatkm
DATE: October 22, 23 1981°
Free Flying'Lessons
'T1ME:1Oam.- 2pm• $100 A Month In College
PLACE:.Lobby Student Union BuBdilg.
• No On"Campus Trainilg
See Captain.C. E. Vallammgl1am Jr,

3 ,mto

Thursday
Close

and get a pitcher of
Beer for only $1.10,

i/2:0Iock So~'of University.c;»n Droadwoy
. Mon-Thur

10:30 am to 10 pm

.

Fri-Sat 10:30 am'to 11 pm .
Sunday· 10:30 am to fpm

Beer doesn't
"comenear

'.

TEACHING JOBS OPENI
.The Navy is looking for officer-instructors
for itsNuclearPowerSchool~: The Navy
leads the world in th¢ appli~ation of .
. NuclearPowerfoJ prop,ulsiont with over 100
nuclear-p()weredsbips.i.' .and more on the way I
'. Iristructorsini NJmMlPhysicstChemisfrYt .'
Engineeringaitci Nuclear Technolo'gyateneeded
foroufscho()ls.
.
'.
.'Youn~:BS/MS'l)egree;
"Weoffer:S16 t700~$17tSOO·fostartand()ur
~otIlP'r~~ensivebenefitp~~kage. ' ..' " '.....
.'.- €all:Mr.Owsley:.c,on~(208)
334-1495 ...
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BuzzWord Week
atBSU
-Continued/rompageS

covered a wide' range of information,

.

ism segment, Carole Barnes said that codes
of ' ethics are. being adopted by most
businesses today, and that they stem from'
top management decisions.
She said that, generally, the ethics of
business parallel society. "We often use
sets of facts instead of .more appropriately
dealing with sets of values while examining
ethical behavior." Barnes also noted that
"since we are dealing with semantics it is
impossible to reach a consensus on. business
ethics."
.
'Consumerism, whose motive is "good
. value for the dollar spent," has become a
forgotten ingredient, continued Barns. She
attributed current consumer pressures on
business and government to Ralph Nader.
His consumer advocacy groups combined
with the media has been an effective tool of
consumerism.
In criticizing factory recalls,Barns said
.they would be justified if all the objects that
were recalled were defective. However, she
claims, all the objects are not defective; for
example: one of the last Chrysler recalls
averaged only ] percent in defective
equipment.
The General Telephone rep's gave local
examples. of .socially involved businesses.
. J.R, Simplot.Co, has emergency response
teams, Mountain Bell has 'a. "beeping'
baseball project"
for . blind children,
General Telephone initiated. a volunteer'
network for social organizations at which
its employees work and for which they
receive compensatory time. ,
This ccntroversial session provoked
challenging questions from Business Week
students. Many of them were shocked with'
the directness of the topics. At first,
unpopular subjects like corporate. crime
and tax evasion repelled the audience.
Then; as the session continued,
the
participants -became more attentive and
many left with bro\lder attitudes regarding
ethics and civic responsibilities.

Business 19/ Consumers 1
Though

the

session described

above

critics of Business Week believe that
.additional
consumer
representation.
is
necessary. To them; a. business-oriented
program featuring.twelve sessions and eight
guest lectures should includemorethan
just
one consumer-oriented
lecture. that. condenses three major topics into a one. and a
half hour session.
.
"I think the program has an excellent
intention, "said
ICA's
Helen' Kreizenbeck, "but Ido believe that it's terribly
one-sided.
Idaho Consumer Affairs has
never been considered for presenting the
consumer viewpoint.
"
"We are. the . voice of-- the Idaho,
consumers and we believe we have
something to offer, "she continued. "They
do think they've got consumer advocates,
and really mean .well, but their consumer
advocates are people who aren't dealing
with the consumer's questions, not in the
way we.deal with them."
Lee Mercy, BSU liaison to Business
Week disagrees. "I think there are different
viewpoints from all sectors of society and
those viewpoints should be given to the
students.
The last thing the committee
wants to do is shortchange this program or.
downgrade it by not being honest 'with
people in theIong-run you hurt your own
.program. " ,
,.
"I think the program is representative,"
Mercy continued, "I'm
not sure it's
balanced from the standpoint of SO percent
consumerism, SO percent business. I ,think
there's a .part that consumerism and ethics
plays in all of this and I think they are
represented: just as-management is, just as
agricultureis, as marketing or accounting .. '
they are all represented in the: different'
sessions." .

,Curriculum·

.------MAMA

,

.

Criticisms

.Orval
Cary, Vice President
of·
American Fine Foods in Payette, addressed
the "Impact' of. GoverninentRegulations
on Business." .He gave examples of
governmental interference and red tape by
explaining specific incidences with American Fine Foods and government.inspectors.
Cary explained all the agencies' his firm
comes in contact with to show students how

their work places safe."
.
'
business
is affected
by' government
For example, at an asbestos manufacturregulation.
..
ing plant inTexas,thecompanysaid~ifwe
. Students were told about the Internal
are to comply with federal law it will cost us
Revenue Service, that' taxes are generally
$X million, if we spend $X million we'll' go
half of the profits; about the Interstate
out of business.' .:They didn't look at the
Commerce Commission, howit regulates
cost to their employees: i.e., lung cancer;
shipping. Cary explained the mechanics of
the United States Department 'of Agrlcul- . asbestosis; mesothelioma-averyrare form
of cancer. So, continues Mokhiber.vtheir .
ture,
describing
it, as "large
and
cost benefit analysis looks at one cost and
· cumbersome",
good
and bad.
He'
not another."
,
described the 'Federal Trade Commission,
nUn fortunately, the legislation of . the
saying' it allows a certain amount of
'70's, which business thinks of as being
collusion among fruit growers.
overburdensorne on business, didn't go far
He, then, talked about the Food 'and
enough in protecting the health and safety
Drug Administration. Cary's 'criticism of
of workers and consumers."
the FDA centered around his belief that- the
Mokhiber uses the international thalidohigh employment turnover ,rate led to
mide.tragedy to illustrate one of the many
inconsistency
and lack of qualified
positive
examples
of United
States
government officials.
government regulation.' Thalidomide was
Cary was most critical of Occupational
formerly used as a tranquilizer until. its
Safety and Health Administration, which
dangerous effect upon infants was realized •.
he described as "silly." He claimed that.the
At this point, in the United States, the
"inspectors look 'tit they find something
government prevented its usage. Mokhiber
wrong because' they've got a boss (to
questions. why educators don't use such
, answer to), and because they want to save
examples to, describe appropriate use of
face ... .It makes you nervous, .because we
are taught to respect our government." . .government regulation.r.;
Mokhiber thinks the thalidomide tragedy
Yet, he continued, the inspectors disrupt
should be addressed to show a positive use
· business and production. when they show
of government regulation.
up on a drop-in basis.
He said they
It was a drug- per scribed to pregnant
(businessrnenj-don't appeal againstunqualwomen, that had disastrous
effects.,
ified inspectors because "they get you."
However, .from the consumer point of
Manufactured and marketed, in Germany "
· view, Russell Mokhiber, from the Center of . Japan, and Australia, it caused a total of
8000 deformedbabiesand untold deaths in
Responsive Law in Washington D.C. views
. governmental regulation .in a different
those countries" Mokhiberexplained.
lighLMokhiber
acknowledges red tape; , . Thalidomide never made it to the United
States except for clinical testing because the
but strongly endorses effective. and
appropriate governmental regulation.
Food and .Drug· .Administration. (FDA)·
, He states, "Given the political nature of
refused to allow It into this Country because
it wasn't' proven safe"."
.
the 'regulatory
agencies. the' huger
"The reason business groups .don'tIike
companies that should have a strong police
after. them, don't,and
the .smaller
to talk about thalidomide is because it goes
businesses are sometimes harassed. The
against their best interest, it proves that the
so-called nit-picking regulations have been
government regulation means Something. If
hlrgely gotten rid of." Mokhiber criticlzed : the FDA hadn't
been there in 1960
private
enterprise
'for shirking
the
thalidomide would've made it onto the
responsibility for- worker safety. "When
largest consumer market in the world,"
,Mokhiber stressed;
.
the National Association of Manufacturers
and . the business
lobbies, here in
, "They are good at.looking at short-term
Washington talk about regulatory costs and . best interests i.e., the bottom line profit.
cost benefit analysis, they only address
Unfortunately, they're not good at looking.
costs to the company. They don't look at
at the long-term." Mokhiber said the things
the cost to. the employees for not making
Continued lojJage 11 -
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consumer, activists and citizen .groups
around the country are pushing for are for
(industry's) long-term good. If Hooker
(Chemical Co.) had listened in the early
60's, to environmentalists; they wouldn't
be facing the problems they face now."
Mokhiber believes that students are
negatively' affected by such, economic
education programs. "It puts students on a
track, they become cogs in the machine of
the large corporate structure.
They're
taught to view government as something
created by 'overzealous consumer advocates'vthat this (the consumer movement) is
just a quirk in history and then free
enterprise will be allowed to proceed,"
Mokhiber said.
"That is the major damage that is done
to their outlook. If these business students
are viewing legal constraints as overburdensome government regulations, then, whim
they get in those business positions, they're
going to flout the law; they might even
break the law. They're going to end up like
other corporate executives that have ended
up fined or behind bars. I'think it educates'
a disrespect (or the law," Mokhiber
concluded.
.

Brain Strain
The psychological and cognitive effects
on the impressionable
participants
of
Business Week must be examined.' The
program's environment creates "contagious enthusiasm" as stated in an IACI
description of Business Week. Does this
enthusiasm drown out objectivity? Will the
program' alter the student's ability to
consider all sides of an issueas thoroughly
as they could?
Sheila Harty, author of Huckster's in the
Classroom, . a Review 0/ Industry Propaganda in the Schools describes the difficulty
in measuring the effects. ,"It's so subtle,
you need such resources, full-range monied
surveys (to measure the effects)."
But she went on, "It's so easy to turn
kids in any direction. If you have a good
approach, a good spiel-whether it's a film
or a personality. There are banquets, and
contests and prizes. The .P.R. men that are
speakers are really good speakers ... Mr.
Personality Plus, good looking, the whole
bit. It's a highly sophisticated propaganda
machine."
Yet, some challenge the lasting effects of
commercially supported '.'economic education." Irving KristolvProfessor
of Urban
Values at New York University's Business
School stated in a Wall Street· Journal
editorial, "Unfortunately,
the evidence' is
overwhelming that such instruction in

business economics is rather like instruction
ina foreign language: within months of the
end of the term most' of what was taught
has been unlearned."
If ,this were true why would Idaho
businesses sink $81,000 into a two week
program whose impact was destined to
dissipate witin a few months?
Business Week is no half-baked affair.
Sheila Harty explains, "That kind of
insidiousness is like nuclear radiation; the
effects aren't seen for twenty years. Where
they show most of their cognitive effects
are with the type of jobs they get out of
high school or with the way they vote."
The results of Business Week are
calculated. Each session is evaluated by the
students, then tabulated and analyzed by
Business Week planners. The statistics are
studied, revisions are made. Business Week
is a calculated investment fostering a
calculated return.
For the time being, the actual effects of
economic education are unknown. There
are many variables to be gathered and
applied.
So, at this time tangible,
long-range effects are somewhat hard to
determine.
However, Sheila Harty did give an
example of the effect of an energy industry
education program- applied to, selected
public high schools in Michigan. The study
demonstrated that the students may have
been victimized by. biased educational
materials presented by utility companies.
Harty explained, "Public schools. in
Michigan had been given energy education
from the utilites, using two booklets on
energy conservation. The Michigan Department of Commerce did a study on the effect
of the students in terms of their attitudes
toward nuclear power, conservation and
other energy type concepts," Harty said.
"Students took a before and after test.
They had less 'of
an opinion
on
conservation and, a lower opinion of the
need for the or the success of conservation
techniques after studying two conservation
booklets produced by the utilities.' Their
attitude toward nuclear power was more
positive.' ,
How many' Business Week students
challenge the motives of the program and
how many are blindly sold?
John Cooper ,a .Twin Falls high, school
student,- commented about' his Business
Week experience, what it takes to start a
business, what the governmental influence
is on business, how much a business
basically pays in taxes, what percentage of
profit they make on each dollar of sales and
alot about the free enterprise system."
John continued, "High school's do not
emphasize business and the free enterprise
system enough, they don't start it early
enough."
Jeff McFarland, Lava Hot Springs High
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School student, added to John's comments. ' had dealt with these facets, so it \Vas very
enlightening to me. I got a lot out of that
"Overall it's a great experience., Before .I
session."
.
eame to Business Week I thought I would
Jeff Mcfarland said, "As I remember I
want to go into business, go into that in
college. Since I've come, back, (from'
was impressed with them (the sneakers) and
Business Week) I've pretty' much decided,
the way they presented their stuff; but, I
don't remember in detail what their thing
definitelY,that
that's what I'll be going
into ... business! ..
was, I'd have to go back and look over my
The sponsors of Business Week would be
notes."
Kristi Hodges said, "I remember them
pleased with John's .and Jeff's answers,
(the speakers), but I don't think ,I
they'd feel that they'd done an effective
job.
.
remember .... I should. have taken notes."
Karl Pluid said, "About theirideas?. .. I
The fact remains that Business Week's
don.'t remember that."
sponsors believe that private enterprise has
. The point that is demonstrated is that
been misrepresented and that the nation's
.these four members of Company E, the
school systems are doing nothing to change
overall .winners of the IBM Management
student's attitudes.
Game - the creme de la creme of Business
Consumer advocates, however, would
Week, were unable, to retain even the
ask 'What did John Cooper and Jeff
rudiments of the consumer session, unless
McFarland learn about the consumer voice,
they were able to refer to notes. Save,Carl
why didn't they address anything but the
Horton,
who did have a consumer
profit-oriented 'side of business?
Is this
education background,
and who, also,
program unbalanced or were John and Jeff
commented on the positive value of the
so saturated by pro-business information
session.
'
that the small' amount of consumer
So, if Company E,the best of the lot,
information they did receive left them
unaffected?'
.
suffered faulty retention what of the rest of
the Business Week participants?
Also, since these same students readily
commented
on other
sessions with
"Business Ethics, Consumerism, and
satisfactory recollection, it clearly suggests
Corporate . Social Responsibility",
one
that their retention was aided by the
session comprised of these three topics,
reduced amount
of information
the
defined each subject, then explained their
students received in these other sessions.
applications, effects, and justifications.
Addressing only one -general topic per
Each topic encompasses such a broad
session, the other speakers. were able to
area; the hour-and-a-half allotted out of a
guide the controlled now of information to
weeks worth 'of agenda, however; was
the extent that an optimum 'level of
simply not enough ..
retention was possible.
Linda Gainer and Carole Barns, of
General Telephone in Coeur d'Alene, did a
Open the
commendable job presenting their session
The 'undercurrent of criticisms about
with the time they had. However, the
commercially funded education, such as
overall negative effect was that students,
Business Week, points to the desire to
.advisors,
teachers
and guests were
retain the programs on the' condition that
inundated with statistics, information,
they are constructively balanced for the
proofs, and overhead transparencies to the
whole of society, not just for a particular
point that without sufficient notetaking,
sector of society.
retention was impossible.
Irving' Kristoi;- Professor 'of
Urban
Thefact that the subjects dealt with new'
Values at New York University's Business
difficult concepts adds to the question of
School, constructively criticizes educational
overall effectiveness. Also, since it was the
programs on private enterprise saying,
first timethat most of the ·information had
"They all derive from the supposition that
been addressed, amidst all the other aspects
corporate executives would have a nicer
of politics,
economics
and private
reputation if only people understood the
enterprise, .many in the audience were not
rudiments of business enterprise, and the
primed to ·bereceptive.
Add these
relarionshipbetween
the prosperity of the
components and you get an excellent, yet
corporation and the well-being of the
exhaustive introduction to three topics that
citizenry. Some of the programs are quite
warrant more attention.
good, in purely pedagogical terms;' many
Of four students that I questioned from
are awful; most fall in between."
Company E only one of them remembered
Criticisms, comments, and suggestions
enough about the session to eveit comment
about Business Week cropped up throughminimally. The students were questioned
out interviews for this article. Input came
about the effect the session had upon them.
from students,
educators,
consumer
While student Carl Horton of Idaho Falls
advocates, and corporate researchers. For
said, "I thought it was very informative
, Contlflued to page /2 •
because the previous year, in debate, we
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TV. wJlh'hrc,'
students
who gave their
\ieWpO!lli';,f'.\;rallcllciiil~·
Business Week).
Un" student v : 'l'ry :,Inrr and the other
lI'o wercju«: accepting everything
thai
thcyd
heard with nil questions
a,kcd of
:1I1Y kind. a.ul they were so satisfied. I was
horrified! "
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ihe first or these criticisms we hear again
from
Busi ncss Week
studc nt , Jeri'
\lcFariand.
of Lava HOI Springs.
"The
Energy's
Impact
on Busincs ,
xcssion was supposed to be about ho«
I cnerg y affected big business, but, I felt that
," all. it was was a progress report on Idaho
Power, all they talked about was their pbiS
ror ruture plant., and they didn't really
. relatc it to business at all," :vkFarfand
';aid, '
.
Shdla Harty, amhor of Huckster's iiI the
Classrooms, thinks thaI constraints need·to
be placed
on these
programs
"by
enlightencd
educators."
She believcs a
,'l'itique or 13usincss Weck islegitimatc.
One of Harty's greatest concerns is that
private cnlcrprise
will havc too much
control over education. She spoke or a ncw
trend that is jnstheginning
inthe East. that
of the corporation's
adopting schools.
"Given the budget.cuts and thc financial
problems of schools, that effccts food
serviccs. urility overhead,
in additiqn to
curricululll matcrials, band uniforms, the
whole 'bit," said Harty, "Local eorpor"
aliom arc now offcring to adopt schools.
They will provide managenlent
expertise,
restructuring
of organization
and administration. "
"It's happening
all over the United
States," she cxplained, "there are speaker's
bureaus, tours, curriculum materials. It is a
complete
package,
every way that a
corporation could get their fingers into the
schoois, into the kid's minds, into the daily
operations."
Harty continued,
"The
school
has no choice
as to which
corporation
adopts them. It's a sell-out,
because the schools have got real financial
problems and the only peopic who have
money arc the corporations."
"The adopted school is the worst I've
seen yet, because it is a full package. It gcts
you really angry and frightened.
It's
basically open field with the corporations
leading the program,"
Harty said.
Russcll Mokhiber
states
his major
concerns about potential
irreverence or
disrespect toward the law that the program
might instill in students.
He said, "I think it is important
thaI
these businesses invitc consumers, citizens,
government officials, and pol icc officials.
Lct the potential, future business leaders of
America i.e., students, know that when
they gel inro business positions ihal they
have to act within certain constraints,"
"What
we need in business today,"
Mokhiber continued,"
are' conscientious
business managers who understand
that
they arc therc not only to make a profit, but
to serve a wide community."
Kreizenbeck, of ICA, gave an example of
student feedback about Business' Week. "A
year ago they had a good presentation on
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Candy Coated Capitalism
Sounds perfect,
doesn't
it? To the
sponsors and their students--it
is. Prime
time private enterprise in a gift-wrapped
package.
Then, what's the fuss?'
As Russell Mokhiber, from the Center of
Responsive Lm" in Washington
D.C.,
relates, "If you want to look at 'tbe Jobs
that corporations
provide, to look at the
wealth that corporations
create and to look
at all the good that corporations
do, then
you're going to get whatsou
want--but,. I
think that's like going through life with
blinders on."
Guatemala?
'DJ: Fifty 'perecnt
of the- Guatemalan
population
arc at the poverty level or
below. Eighty-five percent of thc children
are malnourished.
Although
there
is
enough land for the peasants to grow food
on, its lcft idle because it's owned by the
wealthy. Forty-five percent of the people
arc unemployed.
UN: Is there any recourse the poor can
take?
OJ: No. According to the New York
Times thc leadership
of government
opposition
is systemafically
wiped out:
cll urc he" ,'.tuden l organizations
... the
governmcnthas
absolutely
murdered
25,000 people in the la'st ten years.

Guatemalan Hat Story
• Continued/rom

,

_

Thcvsurnmation
of issues and events
s,,''I'ollllliing
Bllsiness
Week
can be
CUI"iCIlSCd ill inc following manner.
Fir"! consider wh.u it is and what is
h<lppcning with it. Thcn, consider belJetih
and di'bc:,"fil'
fell busines"
:md tht
cn!1';un{'l':. '<CXI, speci fically addrcss the
disLenefi I' '1liLl area, Ih:,t arc lacking,
hnal": considcr what ('ollid happcn, what.
Ilc('(L,"ro happell alld w,:y :1 shuuld occur.
III thc order of events
II'C i'irsl consitkr
what is happl'ning, As In'big Kr.isrol rclates
ill Ihe lI',iI' S,r('el Journaj, "Today there
arc morc programs in "ccunomk
education"
emerging
from
the business
eomlilunity than on can keep track of, and
they in\'olve the expcnditure
of Illany
millions of dollars."
Business Week, Idaho's privatI.' entcrprise primer is an $81,000, two-week
program funded by Idaho, Wash,ington,
Colorado, California,
Ncvada, and Utah
businessess. It is hcadquartered
in the BoisI.'
State University (BSU) Business ·Building.
POI' two weeks during the summcr
thc BSU
c'ampus is transformed
into "Private
Entcrprise
Village"
for usc by mock
companies comprised of students selected
fronj Idaho's high schools.
Thc st.udents listen to guest lecturers
from companies
that voluntarily
supply
employees to speak at Busincss Weck,
compete in an IBM Managcment
Game,
they are givcn tours of BSU and local
busincsses, and they meet and socialize with
students across the state,
Business Week is a veritable gold mine of
enticement, Thc only thing students pay for
is transportation
to and from "Private
Enterprise
Village" and a BSIJ college
crcdit, optional, but alluring ..
Everything clse is free.
. Thc deal includes a scholarship covcring
room and board, educational materials, use
of the Special Events Center, classrooms,
and unlimited cntertainment
possibilities.

page /

prorr.otion project of Pueblo to People, at
Salcedo's rcquest.
The motives
behind
the hat sales,
according to Diane, are not just monetary.
Houston Pucblo to People representative
Monte Tidwell echoes this philosophy in an
article he wrotc for the Houston Chronicle:
"Our motives were to make the product a
visible
J:nk bet ween produeer:·,
and
consumers,
hoping
that ·the purchaser
might think about conditions
in Guatcmala. Hopcfully it might compel a few to
. takellUmanistic
action."
UN: To what 'or whom can one atiribute
The folJowing interview
with Diane
thc fact that poverty has been a way' of life'
, about the hats and her grdwing interest in
for the V~lSt majority of the Guatemalan
the Guatemalan
issue took place in her
people?
_
,Idaho
Citizen's
Coalition
officI.' that
DJ: That is attributed to the expliotation
overlooksdm,'nrown
Boise. Diane saL on
Ill' rhe peasants
by the rich landOlvners who
. her desk; arollnd her were scattered four of
arc sUPPolleu, in part. hy U.S. business.
i [he attracti',e
Guatcmalan
hats;
She . Ci:le hundred ninety-three l'.S. comp~\l1i"s
i"xplained
h;,:·",' 1 hey were 1I1ade:·
'
i~l~·)t~luat 1;8};Tr1, ·?JN~t i:§\l1~j~·iijC\'t'.r~I1\~J.1t
I
DJ: First \,[' ali, the \\'ol:l}eHhttHd:f~~11
olwn!v
tJ~' 1,''1
l:urr"'.lt
..LI1sas (,arua
~mr,ll :;\I'~:lCHh
~r1.l" 10 1;'
:lVIW:".~.J.
._.
[lkethe dric' )alm leaves~ sj1ti-r~Mm, and .. (jl!lll~!'\'
llllf-t~torsill
)\'(l1,h
,\.IJOWS for no
lfll
,n~qf Jr,J" 0 IV • rjhllJl. , ;, . ':d .
.
r ;'raid
them :, ',) strips. ':nhenlhetTl~Ji-:,'e\\:?
': \lx,Ia.,programs,,110
. orelgn' ali' for the
[fie palm ],'(;',; on a foot"pedal',se\Nng
riiJ()i ... ihc poterltialfor
rcvoll lie:; within
i· ,,j~lchir(e in"
'iral pattern. Abollt 30 men
I he poor
Iildian majority--so
those who
.! the vilIaL::
'., the official hat makers. bill
organize are wj ped o'ut.
)wthere:'
::,~. I guess. The sigr;atttrC\)r
c maker
;cally' handwritten
on the
. l':-~:This is a hard (emotional) question,
,'adband ..
iJUt do you think that the hmmakers\\'erc
UN: . Sc"; _ hats isa
effort by
·inglcd out for the alU\ek because of their
. ':ayo-Qui,.,i
bellertheir
lot-"blit
:Jfiliation
with the Pilcblhto
People
~mu~
.
Ll1e ..·..overai~: "~)o·economkal
situal:p"
..
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. The cO;Jlento(theBusine~sWcek
format
to bc. carefully
weighed
and
scrut inized because there is an imbalance.
The program docs not adequately address
the consumer role or consumerism.
When,
out of twelve sessions and eight lectures,
only one is devoted to.the responsibilities of
the business' to. the consumer-saud
the
society at large, something is wrong.
The consumer
in . the market
place
deserves equal time and representation
by a
qualified consumer group.
Once the need to reassess the content of
the. Budness . Week program,
has becn
considered.
then, the i~sue or business'
aCl'essto education must be addrcssed.
Is this a case of a private
interest
obtaining free ac<:ess to a public facility
alid, if so, what are the implications'!
The spon,;ors pay fop thc usc or the BSU
Studcnt Union Building, Special Events
Center, and dormitories;
but; they are
given free use of classrooms in the Business
and Liberal Arts buildings.
.
Should a private concern bc given free
usc of a public learning institution for their
youth conrerence?
Other' private groups
that rent the facilities at BSUdo not receive
this type of special consideration.
'
What of the unspoken endorsement
of
: the program's cont~nt implicit with thc free
use of state educational
faci;ities? The
Office
of Superintendent
of Public
Instruction
and BSU co-sponsor
endorse
and support Business Week.
Jerry Evans, State Superintendent
says,
'·'1 look at Business Week and I think it is a
well-balanced
program that offers some
educational
opportunities
for young
people. Because of that, I have elected to
support it."
Lee Mercy, BSU liaison to Business
Week says, "We provide the place and
facilities where this will be held. Because
our classrooms
are in a state building
thcre's really no charge for use of our
classroom space."
However, the reason why Business Week
receives free use of state facility is because
the Business Dcpartment
has endorsed,it,
an endorsement
sanctioned by BSU and
Jerry Evans. It's eligible for free usage
because
it is co-sponsored
by' BSU;
according to Gail Maloney, BSU administrative assistant.
What should be additionally questioned,
however,
is the appropriateness
of the
marriage between business and education if
the outcome is not balanced. Can the basic
tenets of keeping professional distance and
integrity between business and education be
kept, amidst this close relationship?
The benefits of the situation from the
business stand point are many. Busine~s
people
are actively
trying
to dispel
destructive attitudes
toward business by
creating their own education system and
.they are reaping the benefit of satisfaction
by doing so.
.The consumer
advocates
are at a
disadvantage
because they cannot afford
needs

DJ: I, asked lTIY (Pueblo to People)
connection in Houston (Monte Tidwell) if'
the 26 Indian villagers were wiped out
because of Pueblo' to People .. , But he
stressed that Out of the 26 killed, only eight
~vere batmakers. He seemed to feel that
thcy were killed because they were Indians.
But other things I've read--a number of
ar'ticles made it clear that the government
will target any act or organizing amongst
Indians or others. Indians are a class with
the potential
of organizing
(since they
compose the majority of thc population)
that the government fears most.
UN: What is thc motive' behind all the
violence? Does the Guatemalan
situation
revolvc entircly around an elitist cconomic
structure?'
.
DJ: I think, this is from what I've read in
reputable
sources,
that. it (violence)
is
directed at the population
to keep' the
people downso that ihcy won't organize in
anyway"-wh:ch
shows how weak the
government
.is. Violence is direeteJat
supression of thc poor people.
i don'l think ollr involvemcnt
is totally
enonomJc-;the
Reagan administration
pr'o;
bably believes their own anti.communis't
ideology and lhat lile C:ld justifies the
means.
ur'l: BUI what about tlIe leftisticornmunist gucrriilas'!
Isn'l
the (luatemalan
governl1lC)ll severely til;catened-b)' 'rhml?

coming, .the Cubans are coming'.
UN:' But didn't you just say 'that It IS
illegal to give military aid to regimes that
are violating human rights?
DJ: In July, Reagan got around' the
human rights laws and re-c1assified the
,military .trucks he. sent in calling therr
'regional security equipment'
instead ot
police, aid, \vhich is prohibited
under
human rights law. Trucks were simply
re-classified
and sent down there, and,
earlier in the spring, Reagan sent a military
envoy to Guatemala
to discuss resuming
full military aid.
UN: What about the oil fields that arc
supposed
to be in abundance
in
Guatemala?
DJ: TheU.S.
Americans are 'protccting
U,S. interests, according to an'article inthe
Times, becau..'c those fields. could supply
the U.S. with ten percent orits oil needs"
UN: Will you continucto
sell the
hats--will there be any to sell ill the future'!
0.1: I'vcgot some Icft from the rail', bur
I hear that they are'baving trouble getting
them oul of Guatemala.
Thev <ire low on
them in. Houston,. 1,1(]... Wl' c';Jlll1nly hoik
illw·;r!ie hats wiil"come rhrough.
Throughout thcjnterview,
the hats, no\\'
stacked "n thc winJow sill. had b~eol1le
r1lOre than mere hats .. By lhe cnd oi the
interview with Diane, they had 00me 10
symbolize
rhe struggle
b,;tween
the
, Guatemalan
poor and ,heir crucl regimc .

B.

.h

~J,:
are s.·ome '::,OQO gUe.riI,1"s'. liUt.""J, They symbolizdd. the.' hope.s spa.rked. J.'...iI.He
wh.\I s , ..• /1} pcas<lJ1," eomparco
tf)
thc~"Pueblo
to Pcople pJoJect. Perhaps
thc
Guatem";'''l
army aided by theUnitcd'!
:. .fTlcrican neighborsfo
the North ..wiII help
Statcs'? """: U.~.· t'(\;'cl'nmenr
hase" its'l
e nt~ally~-wher? th.':)' understand
what is
Guatl,m;;',
polley 01 the '\{I;sslans' arc I, ·aci ally happening III Guatemala.
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the time
amI. m:)l1c}
rhc~siiless
cornmunitv
can indefinitely
!a'p' for
the
planning ~nd promotion
of 'education on
their own t crrn s , Thcr cf'orc.
private
enterprise.holds
somewhat of an exclusive
riuht over the minds irvrccruits
for its
education
programs.
Their
brand
of
, consumer education is taught by business
with only. the remote
possibility
'01'
consumer groups rep: escntat ion.
Consumer groups :\1',' not 1110re involved
because or several reasons. They haven't
been asked, though their presence and
input would surely be tuwardthe
goal of
balan~nl! Busincss WceK ·s,'ontent.
. There ~\'o\lld bc the COI1,Ull1er tokcnism,
of bcing included on Ihe agenda with such
minor representation
Ihat their efftets ::re
at best minimal, ;lS was the reaction front
Ihrcl students
who
attended
Busincs,
Week's COnSUlT1l'r se.",iqn. Such minimal
reprcsentatiorl
has 110 impact
on the
students.
'Tack on thc lack of money and time
- consumer groups can devote compared to
businesses and you er.Jd up wit h a lesson in
futility.
A major change needs to occur with the
entire
width
and scope
of busincss
education.
The programs
need to be
objectively scrutinized from all angles by
competent,
qualified people. A reassessment of the role of business in education
needs to occur.
Lee Mercy said earlier that consumer
input with Business Week was representational of all the subjects, but that can be
contested. Consumerism
is not a cut and
dry subject that, combined with ethics and
corporate
social responsibilities,
can be
condensed and placed in a tidy little nitch in
the agenda along with the rest of the topics.
It is too pervasive. Consumerism
is based
upon operational
attitudes
and philosophies unlike accounting
or supply and
demand. It i'nustbe
approached
in that
manner, by people that can present it in
that manner.
Jerry Evans and Lee Mercy might do bcst
to reconsider
their endorsement
and
support of Business' Week and, if education
is 'their foremost concern, strive toward
. true balance and appropriate representation.
'
Until that time the institutions
of
education should question the wisdom of
continuing to endorse a lopsided program,
of allowing free use of public facilities, and
of soliciting student participation
in public
schools on "state time".
If the sponsors have the students best
interest at heart they should. stick to the
convictions of quality education.
Business needn't be fearful of scrutiny, it
should be secure enough to withstand the
test, and it shQuld be willing to responsibly
bear the costs of consumer participation
if
those groups cannot do so themselves .
Welcoming that addition will further the
integrity of quality economic education in
Idaho.
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Extending its season record to 5-1, the!
Boise State football team defeated the
Montana State Bobcats 20-10, before a
homecoming crowd of 18,000 at Bronco
Stadium Oct. JO.
Leading the way for the Broncos was
rreshman quarterback Gerald DesPres.
Desf'res,' a French-Canadian
walk on
played the game despite the death of his
mother in Canada earlier in the week.
He talked with family members in
Montreal-who
convinced him to play the
game-against the Bobcats, before returning
(0 Canada.
.
Despite the pressures, DesPres completed
13 of 23 passes for 197 yards and scored
two touchdowns.
The game was basically even throughout
the first half with the score tied at three
apiece.
Boise State then took charge in the
second hal I' with a nine yard touchdown

----------

pass from DesPres to Kipp Bedard.
. Kenrick Camerud's extra-point conversion made it 10-3, and the Broncos were not
about to stop ..
DesPres came back just minutes later
with another touchdown pass to Ron
Harvey-this one good for II yards.
. With the score 17-3 and 12:50 remaining,
It seemed the Broncos had the game tied up.
The Bobcats however, made a come back
and closed the gap to within seven points.of
the Broncos.
.
.
. MSU's quarterback, Barry Sullivan, hit
tight end Ron Torchia with 9: 18 left to play
on a 24-yard pass and made the score 17-10.
Camerud put the game out of reach for
the Bobcats however, as he scored on a
29:yard field goal with 2: 19 left.
The Broncos will take a week off before
heading to Ogden, Utah to face the Weber
State Wildcats Oct. 24 in a crucial Big Sky'
Conference oattle.
.
.

J(arate Tournament Hits Boise
by John Odziemek

I

Sports
Calendar

!TKE's Take
the Bowl

Martial Arts can be traced back as far as
525 A.D .. when a Buddhist monk took his
Zen teachings from India to establish them
in China:
Several hundreds of styles have been
perfected since then, but they all promote
one common philosophy: an awareness
between mind and bo dv.
According to Lee Rice, founder of the
Living in Freedom (LlF) School of Fitness
and Martial Arts in Boise, "The art itself
did not become a part of American life
untilsometime
after World War II, and did
110t gain truc acceptance
until the time of
the Korean conflict."
Martial Arts have definitely grown since
the time ofthe Korean War and one stvle
Judo," has become an Olympic event. - '
With the rapid growth and popularity of
the art, Karate elubs have formed all across
the country. and in the Treasure Valley as
well. "The basic reason why people join
Martial
Arts clubs is to either keep
physically fit, or learn a means of
self-defense," said Rice. Another reason
he said, is to vie on a eompetitive basis
against others."
.
Rice added that "Karate competitions

have become very popular in the nation and
especially in California and on the East
Coast ."
Although the Treasure Valley has seen
several Karate demonstrations, it has not
been exposed to a full-contract Karate
tournament. Finally it will.
The First Annual Intermountain Instructor's Cup full-contract
Karate Tournament, sponsored by Gemini Lin Marketing
and Productions, will be held Oct. 16 and
17 at the Holiday Inn Holidome.
The tournament is the first of its kind in
the Boise area. and Steve Burgess,
Marketing
director
for Gemini Lin,
anticipates that there will be close to 150
competitors of all ranks and styles fromthe
Northwest. The tournament will include
both competitions and form and weapons
demonstratio ns.
.
Tickets are available at Budget Tapes and
Records, the BSU SUB, Brass Lamp Pizza,
UF School of Fitness" Idaho Sporting
Goods and at the door. .
.
Advanced tickets are selling for $6.00
general admission and $10.00 for ringside
seats. Tickets at the door are $7.00 for
genera,l,admission.
'

Volleyball, Volleyball,Volleyball ...
After starting out their season slow, the
women's volleyball team posted its twelfth
conse: utive victory by defeating Eastern
Washmgton University Oct. 10 in Cheney.
Head Coach Darlene Bailey's squad now
stands at 12-2 overall afteroverwelming
EWU 15-4,15-12, 15-3.
In earlier action against Gonzaga
University Oct. 9, thespikers
won an
uncontested .match IS-I, .15,12, 15-4, in
Spokane.
'
The women's next' opponent will be
Lewis-Clark State Oct. 22 after a 12 day'
. rest from previous action.
International

Head coach Jim Criner explains game tactics, as the Boise State offense looks all.

Volleyball Competition

Currently, -the U.S. team is ranked fifth
in the world, and the Canadian squad is
ranked sixth.
In a match earlier this year, U.S. and
Canada dueled to the wire with the U.S,
barely coming out on top, said BSU
volleyball coach and event coordinator,
Darlene Bailey.
"We are extremely excited about hosting
this spectacular event. We cllIl bring no
finer class of volleyball to the . Treasure
Valley. Idahoans will have the opportunity
to watch' world-class athletes playing the
game the way it was designated to
be played.' It should be enjoyable for both
knowledgeable and novice spectators. of
volleyball, said Bailey. .
.
The contest will be held in the BSU gym
Oct. 24 at 8 p.m, All seats are general
admission with tickets on sale to BSU
students' for $3.50 and to the public for.
$S.-!X)..
.
..
.
"TheBoi~e competition is one of ten
stops for the two teams .throughout the
Northwest and will last for two weeks,"
said Bailey.
She also said that the teams play the best·
three out of· five. matches at each
competitil,l\l, and each. one should be "ery
exciting.
It

After short-notice cancellation by the
Yugoslavian International Volleyball team,
theU.S. Volleyball Association has found a
replacement to compete against the U.S.
International Volleyball team in Boise Oct.
,24..
'..
. ..
,
A brief telegraph received Sept. 3(j' from
the Yugoslavian team stated: "Regret very
much, unable to come to U.S.·duetovery
\:lad results at European Championship.
The replacement,the
.Canadianlnterna,tionalteam
is composed of the world's
top-ranked players.
It

by Gene Hayes
Homecoming swept into Bronco Stadium
last week in the form of the TKE Toilet
Bowl All Star Games. This year's contest
saw Undefeated Towers continue their
domination over off-campus teams with a
14-0 shutout in the early powder puff
contest. The Off-Campus
All Stars,
plagued by injuries before the game, were
never in the contest: as they suffered their
third shutout in the last four years. The
Towers' first score came in the second
quarter after a. 80 yard sweep and they
locked away the contest with a 60 yard
drive in thc third quarter.
In the second game, Chaffee and
Morrison Halls squared off against Boise
State's Greek fraternities in. the men's all
star contest. The' Greeks,
coached by
"Bum" Bixler and represented by players
from the TKE, Sig Ep and ATO
fraternities, took a 2-1 series lead by rolling
over Chaffee, 18-0.
Both teams fought to a scoreiess first half
with neither offense jelling. The Greeks got
untracked. in the third quarter after a
blocked punt by Gary Kerns gave them the
ball on the Chaffee 35 yard line. from there
they drove the ball in on the ground for the
game's first score. Kelly Huntington
completed the conversion pass to put the
Greeks up by 8. The second Greek score
came in the fourth quarter after a well
balanced 60 yard drive lead by veteran
quarterback Tim Brennan put the game
away. The second conversion. came on a
. Huntington toss to Tim Brady.
Chaffee's closest penetration of the night
came in the second quarter as they drove to
the Greek 20 yard line. But a poor snap and
a penalty pushed. them back and all that
could be salvaged wasa52 yard field goal
attempt. John Janson's kick into the wind
fell shOlt.Chaffee's
last scoring opportunity came in the third quarter as they
again attepted a field goal. Janson's 40
yard effort was stymied after a poor snap.
Chaffee coach Tim. Sanders, although
disappointed with the loss, .looks forward
.to next year, saying the dorms will come
back in 1982.
Greek defensive end Harry Tucker
received defensive, player' 91' the ga'me
honors while Brennan, who §campered for
two touchdowns on quarterback' keepers;
took offensive honors,
. The post gamecelebration,Royal
Flush,
held in Julia Davis Park after the games
was enjoyed by everyone. The evening's
festivities
were sl'onsored
by Coprs
Distributing and TKE.
i

October
15-16: Golf; BSU at Wayne Farrell
Invitational in Ogden, Utah.
17: Cross Country, BSU at IDaho State
Invitational in Pocatello.
22: 7:30pm; Volleyball, Lewis-Clar State
College, home.
23-24: Volleyball, Treasure Valley Invitattional, home. (All day)
24: I :30 pm; Football, BSU at Webcr State
24: 8:00pm; Volleyball U.S. International
vs.Canadian International

Intramural
Scores
B,sU lntramurals
Flag Football Scores
October 5
League A
Darkside 28, Buffaloed 0
Cherry Bops 2, Off Campus 0
League B
A-211, B-3 8
A-17, Bens Ball 6
A-3 16, B-2 6
League C
Sconi 20, Yamamas 0 (Forfeit)
SigEps 19,TKE'sO
Powderpuff
Big Bombon's 6, Wrights 0
Tower Power 20, GOI's 0 (Forfeit)
Gymnasts 6, Undefeated 0 .
LeagueD
_
F Troop ZO, Foster's Team 0 (Forfeit)
Softball Scores
OctoberS
Blackmers 10, Reds 9
October 7
Panthers 13, Fielders9
Sig Eps II; New Snafu 9
. October 8
Nymphos16, Yankee's 4
Relnies ll, Awols 4

Women's
V911eyball.·
October
22, Le'Yis-Clark State 7:30pm
.
.23.24, Treasure ValleylnvitationalAIIDay
27, Northwes(Nazarehe 7:00pm
31,Idaho3:00pm'
.. '
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.' Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there'
are many aspects of the Army
that you might find very
attractive.
.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

II

MID SCHOOL.ON US

I,

AGREATPLAaTO

(.

I'

If you're about to get your law degree and
. be admitted to the bar, you should consider a
commission in the Judge Advocate General
Corps, Because in the Army you get to practice
law righr from thestart.
While your classmates are still doing other
lawyers' research and other lawyers' briefs, you
could have your own cases, your own clients,
in effecr, "our own practice.
Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and privileges of being an Officer in the United States
Army: With a chance to travel and make the
most of what you've worked so hard to
become, A real. 'practicing lawyer. Bean Army
Lawyer.

I
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ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS
Though you're too late for a 4-year
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even l-vear
scholarships available.
They include tuition, boob, and lab fees.
Plus $ 100 a month li\'ingallowance.
Naturally
~~~rj:s'hed~~~~~i:~~~~~ds(~~~~

.

BE·A NURSE

The rich tradition~fArmy
Nursing is one
of excellence, dedication, even heroism: And
it's a challenge to live up to.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of
professionalism, regarded as a critical member
of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required.And
the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match in,
civilian practice.
And, since you 'Il be an Army Officer.-you'll
enjoy more respect and aU,thority than 'n:'-osrbf
.. your civilian counterparts.
YOl!'11 also enjoy:' .
. travel opportunines, officer's pay and officer's
privileges.
..
'
. .:'
.
Army Nursing offers educational()PI?C!r~
,
tuninestha; are second to none AsotPh\'~
'Nurse; Y@J;ouldJb: $f~llQ~
programs atcivili~n~u,nivers~i~s:_c,~.<t_o.~~1~,
~
," :.';" :~'~'~.;t j'i/.
H:~l~V!/d1 t
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A SECOND CHANCE AT COWGE

A CHANCE TO PRAC11CE LAW

Besides'scholarships
to medical school, the
Army also offers AMA-approved
first-year
post-graduate and residency training programs
Such training adds no further obligation to
the scholarship participant. But any Civilian
Graduate Medical !:pucation sponsored by the
Army gives you a one-year obligation for
every year of sponsorship, with a minimum
obligation of two yearsservice.
But you get a $9,000 annual. bonus every
year you're paying back medical school or postgraduate training, :' .
.
So you not only'get your medical education
paid for, you get extra pay' 'while you're p'aying
it back.Not a bad deaL..
'. '.

L

t

TUmoN-FREE

You get tuition, pay and liVing allowances,
You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses
and courses in many clinicalspecialities,
All on
the Army.
While these programs do not cost you any
money, most of them do incur an additional
service obligation.

INTERNSHIP, RESIDENCY
& CASH BONUSES

'.
I:
r

.' -

degree, an ROTC

sch olars.hip

helps

III·

.

You can combine serviceinthe
Army Reserve Or National Guard
with Army ROTC and get between
$7,000 and $14,000 while you're
still in school. "
.." .

I
!

Some may find college to be the right place
at the wrong time for a variety of reasons The
Army can help them, too,
A few years in the Army can help them get
, money for tuition and rhe maturity to usc it
wisely.
The Army has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government. Then, if one qualifies. a generous
bonus is added to that. _
'
So 2 years of service can get you up to
$15,200 for college, 3 and 4 years up to $20,100.
In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 'are available
for 4-year enlistments in selected skills,
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
and the Army can send an individual back to
" college a richer person in more ways than one.
We hope these Army opportunities
have
intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because
there is indeed a lor the Army can offer a bright
person like you.
For. more information, send the coupon.
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UP TO $170 A MONTH
Ii
I
Me~\:e~~:;r~';;,~'Yo~'~e~'$ICXl
. ..
you towar? s the gold bars of an
Army Officer,
." .
Stop by the ROTC offic~ on
campus and ask about details.

~ease tellme more about: 0 lAMIM.e.
d.ica.1Schooland Army Medicine,
OIANI the Army Nurse Corps. OIALJ Army Law.
'
0 IFRIROTC Scholarships,QISSI Army ReserveBonuses.
0 WCI Army Education Benefits.
.
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A BONUS FOR

PART·~WORK

You can get a $1.500
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve
units. Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits.
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It·
comes out to about $l.loo a year for one weekend
a ~onth and two weeks annual training,
And now we have a special program to help
you fit the Army Reserve around your school,
schedule.
.
It's worth a look,

ADVANCED NURSIWG COURSE.

You read it right.
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship
Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab
fees, even microscope rental during medical
schoo!.
Plus a monthly stipend that works out to
about$6,Ooo a year.
After you're accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted into our program.
Then you're commissioned and you go
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate,
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every
year the Army gave you as a med student, with
a minimum obligation of three years' service,

but not necessarily
assigned to active duty. Find
out about it.

~ql~QU.gt'.'.l9U~r~,you IIbe

C~~ion~~~~a.,,~econd

Lieutenant,

I.

Nme.: T"insure

CAN.

receipt ot i~..(citnl. a.'i1H
.rilr\Iql1.~&
.
.led
. .. allbl~.nks mUSl be. completed,'"
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Phoebe&tltePigeon People

by Jay Lync;h & 9ary

Whitney

Last week: Scoop, Vishnu Bubu and .Ahmed
leave Rhatbash. in a stolen milk 'ruck.
About halfthe way from Rnamash to New Deli
there isa river thai cuts the rerrarn in 'IVO The
only passage for motorists I~ iJVCr an incrediblv
antique wooden b-idge. As we drove down the.
switchbacks a')"'·,' Inc river I;ould
ice that
something was gfJltIg. on at the bridge, There werc
four or five police cars with lights flashing and
sirens wailing. They were just sitting there.
parked, making all that noise.
.
As We got closer 'we could see that there was a
roadblock ahead .. i\ policeman waved us down
and told us that the bridge had been bombed the
previous night by some peasant's gay liberation
group or something like that. His English wasn't
very good.
He didn't have any idea how long the bridge
was going to be down or who was going to fix it.
He kept eyeing us very suspiciously as he
talked, walking slowly around the truck and
Keeping his hand on the automatic pistol stuck in
his belt, I don't think he believed that we were
Mantra Milkmen.
"You have papers. please?". he said, poking
Ahmed with the nose of the pistol. We
immediately 'started pulling out the pile of
documents one must have to travel legally in these
parts, The policeman started rummaging through
them, stopping when he came to Vishnu Bubu's
passport.
"This you?" Vish nodded. The policeman
walked over to Vishnu Bubu and put the pistol up
to the Bubu's temple.
"You be plenty nice and get out of truck.
Now." The Vish doesn't argue with a gun at the
temple. He was led over to a van by' the side of the
road and shoved into the back, the barred doors
slamming shut behind him .
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"Some of his best work was designed on the back 01
old envelopes,"

Vegetarian.and the Mr. D's
There arc two kinds of
omelettes sell for $3.95, $4.25,
delicatessens. One is the
$3.75 and $4.75' respectively.
restaurant deli, complete with
Sandwiches include the "Super
table cloths and settings, lind
Hoagie" which sells for 30 cents
service with a smile; the other is
per inch.
'
the more simple, over-the-counter
The Garden Dell, in our very
deli, whose service is limited to a
ownStudent Union Building here
white carry-out bag, with paper
at Boise State University. The
napkins enclosed and a pleasant
bakery-deli sells to early-bird,
"next please?"
students freshly baked-cinnamon
Since the Prlmer.prettymuch
rolls, bananabread, and lots of
covered the restaurant
other goodies. Sandwich prices
de'icatessens in the original
range from $1.90 for the Ham
Primer's restaurant review four
.Stack, to $2.90 for the Super
weeks ago under the
Submarine. Open from 7:30 a.m,
sandwich/saladcatagory,
we
'
to 8 p.m., Mon-Thurs, and from
believe it isonly fair to present the
7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Fridays,
other half of the delis of
closed Saturday and Sunday.
Boise, But before we dive into the
. . HickorY Fanitsof Oblo, 5266
delectables of the take-out delis,
Overland in the Hillcrest shopping
there is one restaurant we left out
Mall. Hickory Farms doesn't
of the rust Primer:
"
actualy prepare food for you,
The Vista DeD, 930 Vis~a Ave,
whoever, they sell the ingredients.
open B'a.m, to 7p:m;~ five days a
Hickory Farms sports one.
week; Sat 8 a.m. to 5p~m; Offers
I()~.and (oi vey!) bagels f6r $3. 79~, ,hundred types of cheeses,
induding creamy swiss, for $3,69 ,
R~ubensandwichesf9r$3;1O.·ai1d
..a pOund, Domestic Camembert,
clam chowder on Fridays: The, .
.imPorted Brie 60 per'cent milk fat ,
Vists Deli prepares patty trays
r;J;IiJld
you for $5.99 a pound. The
too, in sizes small, medi!1m; and
'beefstick s~lIs for $4.39 a pound,
large, ranging in price from,
~'.Ari~Q~(jllJiFJsJeatured meat is ~he
$17.50 [o$40,and serving from
brautwurst for $3~99a pound.
10 persons (small size tray) to 25
Open six days a week from 10
people (large size tray). '
, a.m:t09p.m.,
Monday through
And now, take. it away,
Saturdays, and from' 12 noon to 6
take-out delis f
p.m.on'Sundays.
.,
D' Alessandros, 4983
•
The Riverside Dell, sibling to .
Glenwood, open 8 a;m. to 8 p.m.
the Garden Deli, serves students
(store isopen 24 hours). The'
the same'delicacies in the Science
colossus of them all,
Building, Main Ooor, and keeps
D' Alessandro's features
the same hours.
'.
omelettes: Western, Italian,'
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We never did figure out what the problem was
with Vishnu Bubu's passport. I think the
policeman was a little confused about the
passport photo- Vish had gone through a brief
bout of depression and had shaved his head down
to a mohawk after breaking up with some girl in
Buenas Aires. Anyway, most of his hair had
grown back and he didn'tc really look much like
the picture.
•
I found a bottle of raisin wine under the seat of
the Mantra Milk' truck and decided that a little
diplomacy might go a long way with these guys.
After we had all passed the bottle around a few
times they were a little more willing to listen to
our story.
I told them that Ahmed and I had just been
firiishing up our milk route when we spotted poor
. Vish standing by the side of the road; We picked
him up and found out that he was a missionary
from America who had come over to deliver a
bunch of money to ~ orphanage. Unfortunately,
I ei'plaineci., some nasty charaeter~Jprobably
the
same ones that bombed 'the bridge, I offered) had
. jumped the Vish and taken' all his money. By the
time I, got done with thest~ry. .several of the
offlcerswere.in tears and had decided to take up a
collection to buythe,Vish a new. $afarijacket. We .
. 'thanked them profusely, and they let us use
official police rowboat to get across the river. I
assured them that we would be back for our truck
as
a new bridge could bebuilt~'
'.
W~en it doubt, tell the truth, l8J.ways say.
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"Hey, Nobby, are we rank or IIle?"
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Don't MQk.A,~ov.
111 you boy
yoUt.UnlwrsltyHews
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CefltspJ~~~~~~~,
ad· you coo run It. (Od8Y!Hll1sP,~rkJ ..•
'y'OIJrseifaid your .od-condyour'10"cef\tP

pecword--by the"SUO Infon'ratlon .
,. Center, ooyweekday 8 tc? 4:00,FHI auto
dossifiro ad sheet, and we'll plcx:e
your ad in the nex w~Wnlwrslty
News.
. '.l3e sure to hurry. thaugh··Deoqlinefor
eacryWednesdoYs issue is 12 noon
Noidoy beforepublicOtIOr'l.. .

Professio,nal typing, Stu~ent rates, 376-5745.
Kites are not just for springtime anymore. Enjoy the
sensation of. flying . a controllable kite, BroadwJlY
Hard\Vare,J209 Broadway.
.
Free sweet gray kittenJooking
336-6889.
.
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Get
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MIDNIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
~
~

Friday
and
Saturday
Night

Box.Office
OPEN·ll:30
Admission $2.00

and
salt

··BLAIR
BROWN
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ALTERED
STATES

RECEPTIONISTWANTED
Must be at least.a part timeBSU studentwith
touch typing,
shorthand or speed writing, letter composition and filing skills.
Should live close to BSU, must have morning hours free, and work well with people~ If'
interested call The UniversityNews at "385-1464, or apply at our office on the second floor of
h SUB .
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